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The authors prove that the Stufe of the cyclotomic field K = Q(ear*‘4, where 
p is a prime = 7 (mod 8), is exactly 4. 
Pfister [.I, London Math. Sot. 40 (1965)] has recently proved that the 
Stufe of any field (if it exists) is a power of 2. Hilbert proved that when K is 
an algebraic number field, its Stufe s(K) satisfies s(K) ,< 4. For the special 
case when K = Q(e2?ri/p),p an odd prime, P. Chowla proved that s(K) = 2 
when p s 3 (mod 8) [J. Number Theory 1 (1968), 208-210.1 In later 
unpublished papers John H. Smith and P. Chowla have proved inde- 
pendently that s(K) = 2 also whenp = 5 (mod 8). In this paper we prove 
that s(K) = 4 when p = 7 (mod 8). The question of the determination 
of s(K) when p = 1 (mod 8) is only partially resolved. 
THEOREM 1. ZfK = Q(e2flilp), p a prime G 7 (mod 8), 
s(K) = 4. 
In other words the least s such that 
-1 = (Y12 + ‘.. + a92 (% E K> 
is given by s = 4. 
Proqf. Trivially s(K) f 1 (for i $ K). It is also clear (either by Pfister’s 
theorem or by an elementary argument) that s(K) f 3. By Hilbert, 
s(K) 614. Hence to prove our theorem it only remains to show that 
s(K) #tz 2, i.e., that -1 is not a sum of two squares of numbers in K. 
Assume that s(K) = 2. Then 
- 1 = f”(@ + g2(@ (1) 
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where 0 = eZniiJ1, p = 7 (mod 8), and,f(B), g(0) are polynomials in H with 
coefficients in Q. Then for each nonzero quadratic residue r of p we have 
from (1) [later we use the fact that the number of r is (p - 1)/Z, an odd 
number in our case] 
~- 1 = f”(&) -I- g’(6’) (2) 
Write (note a, f 0) 
a, = f(O, b, = gWL x, = by/a, . (3) 
(4) 
Here R is the set of all r, so that ps is a so-called “elementary symmetric” 
function of the x’s. Now 
n(ar + b,i) = ((1 --2 +P, - + .*.I + i(p, - p3 +p5 - 
=A+Bi 
where 
A = (1 -pPz+pa- + . ..)fla., 
B=(p,-~p,-f-p,-+...)naT. 
T  
(6) 
Since A = A(B) and B = B(B) satisfy A(F) = A(B), B(B’) = B(0) we have 
A = a + bi di, B = c t di di, (a, b, c, dE PI. (7) 
Multiplication of (2) for all r gives, since (p - 1)/2 is odd in our case, 
- 1 = (a + bi v’j)” + (c + di ~‘5)‘. (8) 
Following P. Chowla’s paper cited above, (8) gives 
- 1 = a2 + c2 - p(b2 + d2), ab + cd = 0 (9) 
and hence 
= u2 + 02 + w2 (u, z’, w E Q). 
(10) 
Thus p is a sum of three squares of rational numbers if p = 7 (mod 8). 
This is easily seen to be a contradiction. Thus our assumption (1) is false. 
Hence s(K) = 2. 
